(10 points) What is printed out when the `Main()` function is run?

```python
def Frog (Bat):
    printNow (Bat)
    return

def Toad (Cat):
    Frog (Cat + "PQR" + Cat)
    return

def Newt (Dog):
    Toad (Dog + "JKL")
    return

def Main ():
    Toad("XYZ")
    Newt("ABC")
    Newt("XYZ")
    return
```

(10 points) Write a Python function called `SGN` with one formal parameter called `N`, where the function returns the value +1 if `N` is greater than zero, returns -1 if `N` is less than zero, and returns 0 if `N` is exactly zero. Note that the values should be returned by the function, but not printed.

```python
def SGN(N):
    if (N > 0): return +1
    elif (N < 0): return -1
    else:         return 0

def SGN(N):
    if (N > 0): Answer = +1
    elif (N < 0): Answer = -1
    else:         Answer = 0
    return Answer

def SGN(N):
    if (N > 0):
        Answer = +1
    elif (N < 0):
        Answer = -1
    else:
        Answer = 0
    return Answer
```